Role

This is a fantastic opportunity for a proactive Front-End software engineer to gain practical experience within this highly successful host company who provide unique digital business solutions. Mentored throughout by experienced developers, you will not only be using your existing skills, but will have every opportunity to learn new software and processes, making this a great addition to your CV and a real boost to your career prospects.

Tasks

- Pair with other developers to help with tasks under development
- Investigate root causes of defects identified in the software and find improvements, working with other team members
- Write unit tests to verify bug fixes and new functionality
- Work with other team members responsible for verifying new functionality and bug fixes

Desired Skills

- Some experience or familiarity with one or more general purpose programming languages such as JavaScript, TypeScript, CSS and HTML
- A desire to work in a team environment with an understanding of scrum or xp practices
- Overall, you are a technology enthusiast who is eager to work with a range of technologies

The following would be good to have:

- Experience with Angular
- Understanding of Enterprise Content Management or Business Process Management
- Any experience writing unit tests in JavaScript (Node.js) or another programming language

The Host Company

This highly successful host company specializes in providing digital business platforms to organisations throughout the world. They connect people, content and processes, enabling seamless efficiency, decision making and productivity. This cloud based product has experienced explosive growth and the company is now doubling their investment to take the business to the next level. There are plenty of opportunities to impress and be part of their success story.